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Abstrat

Most neutrino mass extensions of the standard eletroweak model entail non-standard interations

whih, in the low energy limit, an be parametrized in term of e�etive four-fermion operators

νανβ f̄ f . Typially of sub-weak strength, ǫαβGF , these are haraterized by dimensionless oupling

parameters, ǫαβ , whih may be relatively sizeable in a wide lass of shemes. Here we fous on

non-universal (NU) �avor onserving ouplings (α = β) with eletrons (f = e) and analyse their

impat on the phenomenology of solar neutrinos. We onsistently take into aount their e�et

both at the level of propagation where they modify the standard MSW behavior, and at the level

of detetion, where they a�et the ross setion of neutrino elasti sattering on eletrons. We �nd

limits whih are omparable to other existing model-independent onstraints.

PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 13.15.+g
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I. INTRODUCTION

Solar neutrino osillations dominated by matter e�ets [1, 2℄ are urrently well established

by solar neutrino experiments [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,

22℄ and have been on�rmed by the long-baseline KamLAND reator experiment [23, 24, 25℄.

The ombination between solar and KamLAND determines a unique solution in the mass-

mixing parameter spae, the so-alled Large Mixing Angle (LMA) solution, see e.g. [26, 27,

28, 29℄. This solution has been shown to be quite robust against possible unertainties in

solar physis, suh as magneti �elds in the radiative zone, that ould give rise to noise

�utuations [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37℄, as well as in the onvetive zone [38, 39℄, that

ould indue spin-�avor neutrino onversions [40, 41℄. The KamLAND data play a ruial

role in establishing that non-standard e�ets an play only a subleading role [42℄, their

amplitude being e�etively onstrained.

Altogether, the high preision and robustness of the urrent data render solar and reator

neutrinos a unique probe of possible physis beyond the Standard Model [42, 43, 44, 45,

46, 47, 48℄, omplementing information from atmospheri and aelerator neutrinos [49, 50℄.

Moreover non-standard interations provide an important window of opportunity for ur-

rent or upoming long-baseline neutrino osillation experiments, and have been extensively

onsidered in this framework [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57℄.

It is worth stressing that, while onstrained by the solar and KamLAND data, non-

standard interations (NSI) provide an exeption to robustness of the neutrino osillation

interpretation [45, 46℄ and they might even shift the solution to the so�alled dark side region

of the neutrino parameter spae [58℄. Indeed, with osillations still being the underlying

mehanism, an additional degenerate osillation solution in neutrino osillation parameters

an appear for su�iently intense non-standard interations

Neutrino NSI onstitute an unavoidable feature of gauge models of neutrino mass, for ex-

ample models of the generi seesaw type [59℄ where neutrino masses arise from the admixture

of isodoublet and isosinglet neutral leptons. In general, the lepton mixing matrix for harged

urrents is desribed by a matrix, K, and the orresponding neutral weak interations are

desribed by a non-trivial matrix [59℄ K†K. In partiular, in the simplest type-I seesaw

shemes [60, 61, 62, 63℄, the smallness of neutrino mass implies that, barring �ne-tuning,

the magnitude of neutrino NSI and its e�ets are expeted to be negligible. However this
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need not be always the ase. For example, by a suitable symmetry one may prevent the

appearane of type-I seesaw mass ontributions, hene allowing for the new neutral heavy

leptons to lie at a mass sale aessible to aelerator experiments and, simultaneously, po-

tentially produe sizeable NSI strengths. For example, this may happen in some speially

designed triplet (type-II) seesaw models [59, 64℄, as shown in Ref. [65℄.

Alternatively, one may extend the lepton setor of the SU(2) ⊗U(1) theory by adding a

set of two 2-omponent isosinglet neutral fermions in eah generation [66, 67℄. This sheme

is sometimes alled �inverse seesaw� an provides an elegant way to generate small neutrino

masses without a super-heavy sale. This automatially allows for a sizeable magnitude

of neutrino NSI strengths, unonstrained by the smallness of neutrino masses

1

. The NSI

whih are engendered in this ase will neessarily a�et neutrino propagation properties in

matter, an e�et that may be resonant in ertain ases [71, 72, 73℄. They may also be large

enough as to produe e�ets in the laboratory.

Another possible way to indue neutrino NSI is in the ontext of low-energy supersym-

metry without R-parity onservation [74, 75, 76, 77℄ both of the bilinear [78, 79, 80, 81℄

and trilinear type [82℄. The smallness of neutrino masses may also follow from its radiative

nature [83, 84℄, allowing for possibly sizeable NSI strengths

2

.

In general one may onsider a general lass of non-standard interations desribed via

the e�etive four fermion Lagrangian,

− Leff
NSI = εfP

αβ 2
√

2GF (ν̄αγρLνβ)(f̄γρPf) , (1)

where GF is the Fermi onstant and εfP
αβ parametrize the strength of the NSI. The hiral

projetors P denote {R, L = (1 ± γ5)/2}, while α and β denote the three neutrino �avors,

e, µ and τ and f is a �rst generation SM fermion (e, u or d).

For example, the existene of e�etive neutral urrent interations ontributing to the

neutrino sattering o� d-quarks in matter, provides new �avor-onserving as well as �avor-

hanging terms for the matter potentials of neutrinos. Suh NSI are diretly relevant for

solar [46, 58, 87℄ and atmospheri neutrino propagation [49, 50, 88℄.

In general, the presene of NSI a�ets the solar neutrino phenomenology induing pro-

1

It also provides an expliit example for �avour and CP violation ompletely detahed from the smallness

of neutrino masses [68, 69, 70℄.

2

For an alternative reent disussion of possible NSI strengths in a similar ontext see Refs. [85, 86℄
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found modi�ations both in matter propagation [71, 89, 90℄ as well as in the detetion

proess [43℄. Although various works have investigated the e�ets of NSI at the level of

propagation inside the Sun [45, 46, 58℄, the impat of NSI at the level of detetion has

reeived far less attention and only qualitative studies have been performed so far [43, 44℄

3

.

Therefore, it seems timely and interesting to investigate in more detail NSI trying to �ll

this gap in the literature. Our main aim is then to perform a quantitative analysis of the

impat of NSI in solar neutrino phenomenology onsistently taking into aount their impat

both on propagation and on detetion proesses. The simultaneous inlusion of NSI e�ets

in both proesses unavoidably renders the omputational analysis very demanding sine for

eah hoie of the NSI ouplings, one has to onvolve the osillation probability with ross-

setion of the relevant proess. For de�niteness in this work we have restrited our study

to the following situation: I) We have onsidered only non universal (NU) �avor onserving

interations negleting �avor hanging neutral urrent interations (FCNC). II) We have

onsidered interations only with eletrons (f = e). III) We have performed our analysis

swithing on the interation for one neutrino �avor at a time. IV) We do not onsider NSI

of νµ with eletrons sine the urrent bounds in this ase [48℄ (−0.033 ≤ εL
µµ ≤ 0.055 ,

−0.040 ≤ εR
µµ ≤ 0.053 ) are stronger than the attainable sensitivity from our solar analysis.

A �nal remark is in order. In general, one should also onsider the possible simultaneous

presene of FCNC, and inlude NSI with up and/or down quarks

4

. We have not performed

suh a general analysis sine the number of parameters would disproportionally inrease. Al-

though onsidering only �avor preserving NSI with eletrons may seem somewhat redutive,

we deem that a model-indpendent detailed study of this spei� ase may provide partiular

insight and may be useful for future, more omplete, studies.

The paper is organized as follows. In Se. II we disuss the impat of NU non-standard

interations on propagation properties providing quantitative onstraints on their amplitude.

In Se. III we onsider the e�et of NSI on the elasti sattering ross setion. In setion IV

we disuss the general ase in whih we simultaneously inlude NSI both in the propagation

and in detetion of eletron neutrinos. In Se. V we show analogous results for the ase of

τ neutrinos. Finally, in Se. VI we trae our onlusions.

3

Solar and reator neutrino �uxes are una�eted by the lass of NSI whih typially arise in models of

neutrino mass.

4

Limits on NSI involving up and down quarks have already been reported in the literature [49, 50, 58℄.
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II. NON-STANDARD PROPAGATION

In this setion we introdue the basi formalism desribing neutrino propagation in the

presene of non-standard interations and derive quantitative bounds on the amplitude of

the e�etive non-universal ouplings. These bounds will be an important ingredient to

interpret the results of our full analysis presented in Se. IV and Se. V where we onsider

the interplay of NSI e�ets in propagation and detetion proesses.

Here and in the following, we assume the standard parametrization for the lepton mixing

matrix [59℄, within the onvention adopted by the Partile Data Group [91℄, setting the

small mixing angle θ13 to zero for the sake of simpliity. For θ13 = 0, standard osillations

in the νe → νe hannel probed by long-baseline reator (KamLAND) and by solar neutrino

experiments are driven by only two parameters: the mixing angle θ12 and the neutrino

squared mass di�erene ∆m2
21 = m2

2−m2
1. In the �avor basis, the evolution of neutrinos an

be written as

i
d

dx







νe

νa





 = H







νe

νa





 , (2)

where νa is a linear superposition of νµ or ντ , and H is the total hamiltonian

H = Hkin + HMSW
dyn + HNSI

dyn (3)

split as the sum of the kineti term, the standard Mikheev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW)

matter term [1, 2℄ and of a new, NSI-indued, matter term [71℄. The kineti term depends

on the mixing angle θ12, on the squared mass di�erene ∆m2
21 = m2

2−m2
1, and on the energy

E as

Hkin =
k

2







− cos 2θ12 sin 2θ12

sin 2θ12 cos 2θ12





 (4)

where k = ∆m2
21/2E is the neutrino osillation wave number. The standard (MSW) inter-

ation term an be expressed as

HMSW
dyn = V (x)







1 0

0 0





 (5)

where V (x) =
√

2GF Ne(x) is the e�etive potential indued by interation with the eletrons

with number density Ne(x). The NSI term an be ast in the form

HNSI
dyn = V (x)







0 ε

ε ε′





 (6)
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where ε and ε′ are two e�etive parameters that, negleting εfP
αµ , are related with the

vetorial ouplings by:

ε = − sin θ23 εeV
eτ ε′ = sin2 θ23 εeV

ττ − εeV
ee . (7)

In the present work we fous on the �avor onserving non-universal (NU) ouplings, setting

the �avor-hanging o�-diagonal oupling ε = 0. Hene, in the treatment of solar neutrino

propagation, in addition to the mass-mixing parameters we inlude the oupling ε′.

In our numerial analysis we have inluded the data from the radiohemial experiments

Homestake [3℄, Sage [5℄ and GALLEX/GNO [6, 7, 8℄, from Super-KamioKande (Super-

K) [10, 11, 12℄, from all three phases of the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) [14,

15, 16, 17, 18, 19℄, and from Borexino [21℄. We have also inluded the latest KamLAND

data [25℄ using a threshold of 2.6 MeV, whih allows us to neglet the ontribution of low-

energy geo-neutrinos.

It is worth notiing that although we have inorporated both standard and non-standard

matter e�ets, due to the low matter density of the Earth rust, they have only a negligible

e�et in KamLAND, for the range of parameters we are onsidering. Therefore the inlusion

of KamLAND in the analysis has the important e�et of determining the solar mass-mixing

parameter, independently of the non-standard interation parameters.

In Fig. 1 we show the onstraints we obtain on the parameter ε′ from the solar neutrino

data in ombination with KamLAND after marginalization over the two mass-mixing param-

eters. We an qualitatively explain these bounds as follows. We notie that, sine the term

ontaining the e�etive NU oupling is diagonal, it is formally equivalent to a rede�nition

of the potential V

5

,

V (x) → (1 − ε′)V (x) . (8)

In the LMA region the propagation is adiabati so that, up to small Earth matter e�ets,

the νe survival probability is given by the simple formula

Pee =
1

2

(

1 + cos 2θ̃12(x0) cos 2θ12

)

, (9)

5

As shown in [92℄, the unertainty in the solar omposition leads to a small unertainty on the eletron

neutrino density (and then on the potential V). In the region relevant for adiabati transitions of solar

neutrinos R < 0.6 (in units of solar radii) this an be quanti�ed as less than 2%, hene negligible in the

ontext of our analysis.
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FIG. 1: Constraints on the e�etive amplitude haraterizing NU non-standard interations in

propagation.

where θ̃12(x0) is the energy-dependent e�etive mixing angle in matter at the prodution

point x0 (see, e.g., [93℄ and referenes therein),

cos 2θ̃12(x0) =
cos 2θ12 − V (x0)/k

√

(cos 2θ12 − V (x0)/k)2 + sin2 2θ12

. (10)

From the equations above we see that the survival probability depends on the potential

V (x) through the ratio V/k, and a resaling of V an be ompensated by a resaling of

the wave number k, whih for a �xed neutrino energy implies a resaling of the value of

∆m2
21 preferred by data. Therefore, in the presene of a small NU oupling the LMA

solution moves upward (ε′ < 0) or downward (ε′ > 0) in the mass-mixing parameter spae

(not shown). Now we note that in the absene of non-standard interations the value of

∆m2
21 preferred by solar data is in agreement to the one identi�ed with high preision by

KamLAND. Hene, the presene of the additional non-standard e�ets tends to spoil this

agreement and the tension arising between solar and KamLAND e�etively onstrains the

7



amplitude of ε′ 6

. It is interesting to note that the onstraints on suh parameter have now

reahed the �sensitivity limit� attainable by KamLAND high preision measurements [25℄.

Indeed, we have heked that the onstraints that one would obtain �xing the ∆m2
21 at

the best �t obtained by KamLAND are pratially equivalent to those we obtain by exat

marginalization. The freedom for ε′ is essentially determined by the range of ∆m2
21 allowed

by the solar data alone. Indeed, by varying the value of ε′, the wide solar LMA solution

smoothly �slides� over the thin ∆m2
21 region determined by KamLAND.

We observe that while for small deviations around the standard value (ε′ = 0) the bounds

are symmetrial, for larger amplitudes the onstraints beomes asymmetrial, i. e. stronger

for positive values of ε′. This behavior is due to the typial shape of the solar LMA solution

(see for example [26, 28℄) whih is more (less) elongated towards large (low) ∆m2
21 values.

Indeed, the solar LMA solution is strongly limited from below by the (non) observation of

day-night asymmetry in Super-K and SNO and it is onstrained in the upper part essentially

by the CC/NC ratio measured by SNO. This asymmetri behavior will be relevant when

onsidering (see Se. IV and V) the interplay among the limits oming from non-standard

propagation with those oming from non-standard detetion.

III. NON-STANDARD DETECTION

Non-standard ouplings of neutrinos with eletrons a�et the elasti sattering (νae →
νae) proess modifying the number of events and their spetral distribution expeted in the

Super-K detetor and to a muh lesser extent in the SNO detetor. In priniple they also

a�et the Borexino spetrum but we have heked that the urrent statistis is (still) too

low to ompete with Super-K.

The standard di�erential ross setion for (νae → νae) sattering proesses has the well

known form

dσstd
a

dT
(Eν , Te) =

2G2
Fme

π

[

(ga
1)

2 + (ga
2)

2

(

1 − Te

Eν

)2

− ga
1g

a
2

meTe

E2
ν

]

, (11)

where me is the eletron mass, Eν is the inident neutrino energy, Te is the eletron reoil

energy. The quantities ga
1 and ga

2 are related to the SM neutral urrent ouplings of the

6

This behavior was indeed already notied in Ref. [94℄, where upper bounds on possible deviations from

the standard amplitude of the MSW interation potential were onsidered.
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eletron ge
L = −1/2 + sin2 θW and ge

R = sin2 θW , with sin2 θW = 0.23119 [91℄

7

. For νµ,τ

neutrinos, whih take part only in neutral urrent interations we have gµ,τ
1 = ge

L, gµ,τ
2 = ge

R,

while for eletron neutrinos both harge urrent (CC) and neutral urrent (NC) interations

are present and ge
1 = 1 + ge

L, ge
2 = ge

R. In the presene of NU non-standard interations

the ross setion an be written in the same form of Eq. (11) but with ga
1,2 replaed by the

e�etive non-standard ouplings g̃a
1 = ga

1 + εeL
aa and g̃a

2 = ga
2 + εeR

aa .

Strong limits an be plaed on νµ interations with eletrons [48℄ (−0.033 ≤ εL
µµ ≤ 0.055 ,

−0.040 ≤ εR
µµ ≤ 0.053 ). In ontrast, the onstraints on the other two NU ouplings are

rather loose [48℄. Therefore in our analysis we an safely neglet NSI with muons of either

heliity, and fous in what follows on possible non-standard ouplings of νe and ντ . In

addition we have performed our analysis swithing on one �avor non-standard interation

at a time, due to omputational limits. Indeed, already in this simple ase we must onsider

as additional parameters εeL
aa as well as εeR

aa at the level of detetion, and their sum at the

level of propagation.

Before introduing our numerial results it is worth disussing the qualitative behavior

one expets when NU interations are present in the detetion proess. We �rst observe that

for the high energy Boron neutrinos (whih are relevant for Super-K) MSW matter e�ets

dominate and the survival probability is approximately Pee ∼ sin2 θ12 ∼ 1/3. Furthermore,

the transition probabilities to the other �avors are approximately equal (Peµ ∼ Peτ ∼ 1/3)

sine the admixture of νµ and ντ neutrinos is determined by the nearly maximal �atmo-

spheri� mixing angle [26, 27, 28, 29℄ (sin2 θ23 ∼ 0.5). Hene, up to small earth matter

e�ets, an approximately equal admixture of the three neutrino �avors arrives at the Super-

Kamiokande detetor. Therefore from Eq. (11) one an expet the following general features:

I) In both ases of νe and ντ interations, a deviation of the L-type oupling should mostly

a�et the total rate through the �rst term in Eq. (11). II) The relative ontribution of the

�rst term in the ross setion is almost one order of magnitude larger for νe ompared to ντ

((ge
1)

2/(gτ
1 )2 ≃ 7). Thus we expet this feature to be re�eted in a redued sensitivity to εeL

ττ

ompared to εeL
ee . III) Deviations of the R-type oupling will instead modify the expeted

energy spetrum through the seond term and (to a lesser extent) through the third term.

7

For our numerial analysis, instead of this simple tree level expression, we also inlude the radiative

orretions given in Ref. [95℄.
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IV) The value of ga
2 is idential for νe and ντ and we expet omparable sensitivities for the

εeR
ee , εeR

ττ e�etive ouplings oming from the Super-K spetral information. V) The third

term (proportional to ga
1g

a
2) is suppressed by the (energy dependent) fator meTe/E

2
ν , and

should indue non negligible e�ets only in the ase of eletron neutrinos (a = e) sine in

this ase ga
1 is bigger (ge

1 ∼ 0.73 in the standard ase).

IV. CONSTRAINTS ON ELECTRON NEUTRINO INTERACTIONS

In this setion we present the numerial results of our analysis in the presene of NU

ouplings of νe with eletrons. With this aim we have performed a joint analysis of solar and

KamLAND data in the (∆m2
21, sin2 θ12, εeL

ee , εeR
ee ) parameter spae, taking into aount that

only the vetorial ombination εeV
ee = εeL

ee + εeR
ee is involved in the propagation. Moreover, we

have limited our san in the L-type NSI parameter, εeL
ee , to the range (−0.3, 0.3). Although a

degeneray in the value of this parameter appears when one inludes only the νe sattering

data [47℄, allowing for NSI values as large as εeL
ee = −1.5, these values turn out to be forbidden

when one also inludes the LEP data, as shown in Ref. [48℄.

In the three panels of Fig. 2 we show the regions allowed in the plane [εeL
ee , εeR

ee ] where the

mass-mixing parameters have been marginalized away. In the left panel we show the region

allowed when we swith on the non-standard e�ets only in the detetion proess. The

sensitivity to deviations of the L-type oupling is higher than the R-type sensitivity (notie

the di�erent sale used for the two parameters). This behavior follows from the fat that the

most important e�et of εeL
ee arises from the �rst term in Eq. (11) and approximately onsists

in an energy independent resaling of the ross setion. This in turn leads to deviations of the

predited theoretial values of the total Super-K rate whih are rejeted by all the remaining

solar data. To better understand this point we note that, if only Super-K data were inluded

in the analysis, large deviations of the total ross setion ould be allowed sine they ould

be ompensated by a resaling of the theoretial boron �ux whih is still unertain at the

∼ 20% level. However, the ombination of the Super-K data with the other solar neutrino

experiments drastially improves the sensitivity to εeL
ee . In partiular SNO plays a ruial

role in this respet, limiting possible departures of the total Super-K rate in two ways. First,

the NC measurement provides a diret measurement of the boron �ux in agreement with the

SSM predition to within ∼ 6% or so, e�etively reduing the allowed spae for a possible

10
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FIG. 2: Constraints on the eletron neutrino non-standard interations. Bounds at 68%, 90%, 95%

and 99% for 2 d.o.f.. In the left panel non-standard e�ets are inluded only in the detetion, in the

middle panel only in propagation and in the right panel the e�ets are inluded in both proesses.

resaling of the boron �ux. Seond, the preision measurement of the SNO CC rate imposes

a further onstraint on the Super-K ES rate.

As already observed in the previous setion, the onstraints on the R-type oupling ome

from the spetral information obtained in the Super-K experiment. Current Super-K data

are onsistent with the spetrum predited for standard ross-setion, while still allowing

for appreiable deviations. Therefore the limits on the R-type oupling are looser ompared

with those obtained on the L-type one (note the di�erent sale used for εeR
ee and εeL

ee ). We

observe that the �baryenter� of the allowed region is slightly shifted toward negative values

of εeR
ee (∼ −0.2). For suh values the oe�ient ge

2 ∼ 0 and both the seond and third (energy

dependent) terms in Eq. (11) tend to vanish indiating a slight preferene of the data for

an energy independent ross setion. We also observe how the allowed region is elongated

towards negative values of both non-standard L-type and R-type ouplings indiating that

in this region of the parameter spae a degeneray exists between the seond and the third

term in Eq. (11). Indeed, the seond term tends to give a negative tilt to the Super-K energy

spetrum whih is ounterbalaned by the positive tilt indued by the third one (indeed its

oe�ient is positive in this parameter region sine ge
2 assumes negative values).

In the middle panel of Fig. 2 we report the onstraints obtained when we inlude non-

standard e�ets only in neutrino propagation, as already disussed in Se. II. In this plane

these onstraints are represented by diagonal bands delimited by lines orresponding to

11



onstant values of the vetorial oupling. This plot learly shows how these onstraints are

di�erent and omplementary to those oming from detetion.

In the third panel we show the allowed region obtained by the full global analysis, where

we simultaneously inlude non-standard e�ets in detetion and in propagation. The e�et

of inluding NU ouplings in both proesses leads to an appreiable redution of the allowed

region evidening a high omplementarity and synergy of the two kinds of onstraints, whih

e�etively turns the global allowed region into a �round� shape.

It is interesting to observe that the allowed region in the third panel looks like just

a naïve ombination of the two regions determined separately only by detetion and only

by propagation. This result is important sine, a priori, one would in priniple expet a

possible degeneray among non-standard e�ets indued at the level of detetion and those

indued at the level of propagation. In partiular, some region of the parameter spae

ould exist where non-standard e�ets in detetion ould ounterbalane those indued in

the propagation proess (and vie versa.) Our analysis shows, a posteriori, that suh a

degeneray is instead absent. One an qualitatively understand this behavior noting that,

although non-standard propagation e�ets ould in priniple partially undo the modi�ations

indued by the non-standard detetion in Super-K, their presene would unavoidably spoil

the agreement of all the other experimental results (Cl, Ga, and SNO) with their respetive

theoretial preditions (whih are all well desribed by standard propagation.)

We lose this setion quoting the range allowed [at 90% C.L. (2 d.o.f.)℄ for the amplitude

of the non-universal R-type oupling of eletron neutrinos with eletrons,

− 0.27 < εeR
ee < 0.59 , (12)

and for the L-type one,

− 0.036 < εeL
ee < 0.063 . (13)

We observe that our limits are omparable with those found by laboratory experiments [48℄.

V. CONSTRAINTS ON TAU NEUTRINO INTERACTIONS

In this setion we present the numerial results of the analysis in the presene of non-

universal ouplings of ντ with eletrons. As in the ase of the eletron neutrinos presented

12



in the previous setion, also in this ase we have performed a joint analysis of solar and

KamLAND reator data in the (∆m2
21, sin2 θ12, εeL

ττ , ε
eR
ττ ) parameter spae, again taking into

aount that only the vetorial ombination of the hiral ouplings enters the propagation.

In ontrast to the ase onsidered in the previous setion, for the εeL
ττ ase the analysis is

performed for a wider range than onsidered for εeL
ee , sine the urrent laboratory onstraints

are too weak to resolve the degeneray pattern [47℄.

Note that in the present ase the signal observed in the Super-K experiment is the sum

of the standard ontribution due to sattering of the three neutrino �avors, and of an addi-

tional nonstandard ontribution due to the interation of τ neutrinos with eletrons through

the neutral urrent. These neutrinos originate from solar neutrino osillations into a state

νa whih we approximate as an equal mixture of νµ and ντ , orresponding to maximal

"atmospheri" mixing angle and zero θ13.

Figure 3 is analogous to Fig. 2 but with the three panels showing respetively the regions

allowed in the [εeL
ττ , ε

eR
ττ ] plane. Notie that in this ase the sale of the L-type oupling is

di�erent from the ase of eletron neutrinos, being almost an order of magnitude larger. In

the �rst panel, the �two-island� behavior is a manifestation of the degeneray pattern whih

exists for the eletron ase [47℄ and whih is not fully lifted by our urrent global analysis.

It is lear from Eq. (11) that the neutrino eletron ross setion is symmetri under the

simultaneous transformation ga
1 → −ga

1 and ga
2 → −ga

2 . Moreover, the last term , already

small due to the ratio me/Eν , is further suppressed ompared with the eletron neutrino

ase sine its oe�ient gτ
1g

τ
2 is now smaller. Therefore, there is atually an approximate

symmetry under separate hanges in the sign of ga
1,2. In our ase this an be ahieved by

setting, for instane, εeL
ττ = −2gτ

1 ≃ 0.54, whih e�etively amounts to the transformation

g̃τ
1 = gτ

1 + εeL
ττ → −gτ

1 . As an be seen in Fig. 3, our global data analysis is already able

to resolve this degeneray at 99% C.L., but is not able to resolve the same degeneray for

the εeR
ττ ase. As in the ase of interation with eletron neutrinos treated in the previous

setion we �nd that the �baryenter� of the allowed region is slightly shifted toward negative

values of the L-type parameter, again indiating a weak preferene for a energy independent

di�erential ross setion (see omments in Se. IV).

In the middle panel, we show the onstraints obtained inluding non standard e�ets only

in propagation. We observe that in this ase (see eq. 7) we have εeV
ττ = ε′/ sin2 θ23 ≃ 2ε′,

explaining the redued sensitivity to the vetorial oupling. Finally, the right panel is

13
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FIG. 3: Constraints on the τ neutrino non-standard interations. Bounds at 68%, 90% 95% and

99% for 2 d.o.f.. In the left panel non-standard e�ets are inluded only in the detetion, in the

middle panel only in propagation and in the right panel the e�ets are inluded in both proesses.

Notie the di�erent sale for the left oupling with respet to the ase of eletron neutrinos presented

in Fig.2.

obtained, as before, by onsistently inluding non standard e�ets both in neutrino detetion

as well as in propagation. As for the ase of eletron neutrinos disussed in Se. IV, the full

analysis learly shows the omplementarity among the onstraints oming from detetion

and propagation and the absene of any possible degeneray between the two e�ets. We

�nd the following 90% C.L. (2 d.o.f.) allowed range of the non-standard amplitude of R-type

oupling:

− 1.05 < εeR
ττ < 0.31 , (14)

while two disjoint ranges for the L-type oupling are obtained:

− 0.16 < εeL
ττ < 0.11 , 0.41 < εeL

ττ < 0.66 . (15)

orresponding to the "two-island� region disussed above. We observe that also in this ase

our limits are omparable to the existing laboratory bounds [48℄.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Motivated by neutrino mass extensions of the standard eletroweak model that imply

the existene of neutrino non-standard interations, we have onsidered the onstraints on

14



the strength of e�etive non-universal (NU) �avor onserving four-fermion operators ναναēe

with eletrons, where α = e, τ , that an be obtained from solar and reator (KamLAND)

neutrino data. We have onsistently taken into aount the e�et of non-standard physis

both at the level of neutrino propagation, where they modify the standard MSW behavior,

as well as at the level of detetion, where they a�et the ross setion of neutrino elasti

sattering on eletrons.

Our analysis allows us to trae the following important onlusions: I) The onstraints

on NU ouplings obtained by detetion and propagation of solar neutrinos are of omparable

sensitivity. II) The onstraints oming from the two proesses are highly omplementary and

the general analysis allows onsiderable restritions of the parameter spae. III) The urrent

data seem powerful enough to remove degeneraies possibly arising among NU ouplings at

the level of detetion and propagation respetively. IV) The limits we �nd are omparable

with those found by means of other model-dependent searhes.
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